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Abstract— Software developers are usually familiar
with software engineering deliverables but face difficulties in
providing the deliverables that must be in line with the Common
Criteria requirement. The software engineering deliverables lack
the security requirements to be the evidences in the Common
Criteria evaluation and certification. Therefore, the main aim is
to develop a framework between Common Criteria and software
engineering deliverables. This project objective are to investigate
the practices of software engineering and Common Criteria,
consolidate the deliverables between software engineering and
Common Criteria and solicit an evaluation of the integrated
framework design by the developers of the software, evaluators
and certifiers of Common Criteria. The investigation on the
software engineering practices using the technique of Systematic
Literature Review has been conducted and it was found that the
ISO/IEC 12207:2008 as the latest standard practices among
software developers in developing software. The consolidation
used Causal, Semantic and Concept mapping between the
process of Software Engineering and Common Criteria to see the
similarities between both processes and deliverables before being
integrated into the framework. The development of the
framework was conducted after the similarities between the
processes and deliverables of Software Engineering and
Common Criteria are found. The evaluation used a
questionnaire that was distributed among experts in Common
Criteria and Software Engineering and it found that the
framework gives a perceived ease of adoption and less
apprehensiveness to the experts especially, in assisting the
evaluation and certification of software products using the
Common Criteria.

Keywords— Put your keywords here, keywords are separated by
comma.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The software industry is one of the fastest growing
industries in the world due to the huge and currently
increasing demand for software applications. The ways of
software development can be by the standard, needs and
company’s circumstances. Software engineering is the
application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach
to the development, operation, and maintenance of software,
and the study of these approaches; that is, the application of
engineering to software (IEEE, 2004). Even though there are
various ways of software development; the weaknesses from
the security perspective in software development are always
being criticized.

Common Criteria is one of the standards that emphasizes
on the quality of security functionality in ICT products. It is
an international standard for specification, implementation
and evaluation of security in ICT products that is conducted in
a rigorous manner. It can actually be described as a
framework for consumers to specify the security requirement
of the ICT product, also for the developers to claim the
security functionality of their ICT product, for evaluators to
evaluate and perform vulnerability assessment on the product
to ascertain whether it meet the claims or not. The process in
the software engineering and Common Criteria is leading to
produce a good ICT product. Hence, the aim of this project is
to develop a framework which has the combination of the
Common Criteria and Software Engineering methodology to
ensure that the developed software is complete with security
assurance. Hence, this project is to develop a framework
which are have the combination of the Common Criteria and
Software Engineering methodology to make sure that the
software that was developed complete with the security
assurance.
II.
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
In the Common Criteria evaluation and certification;
various deliverables are required from software developers to
be the evidences for evaluators and certifiers of Common
Criteria. Software developers are usually familiar with
software engineering deliverables but face difficulties in
providing the deliverables that must be in line with the
Common Criteria requirement. Software engineering
deliverables lack the security requirements to be the evidences
in the Common Criteria evaluation and certification. Hence,
the aim of this project is to develop a framework which has
the combination of the Common Criteria and Software
Engineering methodology to ensure that the developed
software is complete with security assurance.
III.
PROJECT AIM
The aim of this research is to develop a framework between
Common Criteria and software engineering’s deliverables.
IV.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

1. The framework that has been developed only emphasizes
the security practices
2. This research only focuses on the development of the
software not the hardware.

3. The practices of software engineering only focus on the
standard and industrial of software engineering.
4. The main focus only at the deliverables and process
involved during software development because the
software developers face difficulties to provide the
deliverables or evidences that must in line with the
Common Criteria during Common Criteria evaluation and
certification.
5. The focus only at the Technical and Implementation phase
of the ISO/IEC 12207:2008 because both processes are
related and contribute to the main technical aspects of
software development.
6. The Composition (ACO) and Vulnerability Assessment
(AVA) phase in the Common Criteria process is excluded
from this research because the AVA deliverables are
provided by the evaluators not the developers and the
ACO phase are never occur yet and not relevant to focus
this work unit in the research.
V.

WHAT IS SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING?
Software Engineering is profession dedicated to designing,
implementing, and modifying software so that it is of higher
quality, more affordable, maintainable, and faster to build. It
is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of
software, and the study of these approaches; that is, the
application of engineering to software (IEEE, 2004).
VI.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology has five (5) steps to be performed which
are Gathering Information, Consolidation, Formalization,
Evaluation and Result.

VII.
GATHERING INFORMATION
During the gathering information, the investigation of the
software engineering will be conducted. Systematic reviews
aim to present a fair evaluation of a research topic by using a
trustworthy, rigorous, and auditable methodology. This
chapter is using the technique of Systematic Literature Review
that has been introduced by Barbara Kitchenham. The
components of the Investigation of Software Engineering
Practices are as in the Table 1.
TABLE 1: COMPONENTS IN SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEWS (SOURCE:
BARBARA KITCHENHAM, 2003)

No.
1
2
3

Components
Background
The
research
questions
The strategy

4

Study
Selection
Criteria
and
Procedures.

5

Study Quality
Assessment
Procedures.

6

Data Extraction
Strategy

7

Synthesis of the
Extracted Data

Justification
The rationale for the survey
The research questions that the
review is intended answer
The research questions that the
review is intended answer
Selection criteria determine
criteria for including in, or
excluding a study from, the
systematic review. It is usually
helpful to pilot the selection
criteria on a subset of primary
studies.
The researchers should develop
quality checklists to assess the
individual studies. The purpose
of the quality assessment will
guide the development of
checklists.
This should define how the
information required from each
primary study would be
obtained. If the data require
manipulation or assumptions and
inferences to be made, the
protocol should specify an
appropriate validation process.
This should define the synthesis
strategy. This should clarify
whether or not a formal metaanalysis is intended and if so
what techniques will be used.

Herewith is the result of information after do the
investigation on the standard and commonly practices industry
of software engineering.
a) Standard of Software Engineering: ISO/IEC
12207:2008 System and software lifecycle
processes
Besides meets those criteria such as the title of the
studies, new initiatives (from a maximum of 10 years
ago), focus on the standard, the process and

deliverables from software engineering, written in
English and the abstract is read and evaluated; the
paper of Software & Systems Engineering Standards
Committee of the IEEE Computer Society second
edition 2008-02-01 on International Standard ISO/IEC
12207:2008; this International Standard ISO/IEC
12207:2008 establishes a common framework for
software life cycle processes and be the references for
the software industry. It contains processes, activities,
and tasks that are to be applied during the acquisition
of a software product or service and during the supply,
development, operation, maintenance and disposal of
software products. This International Standard applies
to the acquisition of systems and software products and
services, to the supply, development, operation,
maintenance, and disposal of software products. It is
also the latest standard of software engineering and
software development and appropriate be the primary
references in this project for the standard of software
engineering that will be integrated with the Common
Criteria.

catalogue to determine the similarities of the processes and
deliverables. The catalogue consists of four (4) areas
which are the title, the Common Criteria process, the
Software Engineering process and the mapping between
both processes. Each area implemented to interpret the
information about how both processes and deliverables are
mapped together. This is how the concept of Causal and
Semantic mapping are applied. The details of the mapping
catalogue are described as the figure 2, figure 3 and figure
4.

ASE Phase
Match ISO/IEC 12207: All phases in the ISO/IEC 12207(Implementation & Technical Processes)

ASE

VIII.
CONSOLIDATION
The objective of consolidation process is to show the
process deliverables from Common Criteria and software
engineering practices are mapped before translated into a
framework. The consolidation process has been conducted
by mapping the deliverables from the Common Criteria
and software engineering to see the similarities form both
parties. The reason of excluding some process and
deliverables also will be explained. The explanation will
be using the mapping catalogue to show clearly the
similarities of both deliverables and processes. This is how
the Causal and Semantic mapping will be applied as they
are described as using their own personal constructs to
understand and interpret the events (Thomas H. Easter,
1999).
As mentioned in the Background Problem, the project is
conducted because of the complexity from the developers’
side to provide the deliverables to the Common Criteria.
Therefore, the explanation is started by each phase in the
Common Criteria. The explanation will use a mapping

ALC

AGD

ATE

Objective in the ASE Phase


b) Industrial of Software Engineering: Usage and
Perceptions of Agile Software Development in an
Industrial Context
This paper also meets the criteria as mentioned in the
section 4.2.2. Besides that, the paper of Begel A and
Nagappan N presents about the Agile Software
Development (ASD) methodology that had been used
by the larger and well known industry; Microsoft and
the research also proved that they covered a global
perspective by send the surveys across North America,
Asia and Europe. The industrial practices of software
engineering that will be integrated with the Common
Criteria methodology in this project is the ASD based
justification on this paper.

ADV

To determine whether the Security Target and the TOE are correctly identified, whether the
TOE is correctly described in a narrative ways at several level of abstraction (TOE
references, TOE overview, TOE descriptions, Conformance Claims, Security Software
Problems Definition, Security Objectives, Extended Components Definition, Security
Requirements and TOE Summary Specification) and whether these descriptions are
consistent each other.

Deliverables


Security Target (ST)

Fig. 1 The mapping catalogue 1

Stakeholder
Requirements
Definition

System
Requirements
Analysis Process

System
Architectural
Design Process

Implementation
Process

System
Qualification
Testing Process

Software
Installation
Process

Software
Acceptance
Support Process

Software
Operation
Process

Software
Maintenance
Process

Phase in the ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (Technical Processes & Implementation)


All phases

Objective of Stakeholder Requirement Definition


To define the requirements for a system that can provide the services needed by users and
other stakeholders in a defined environment

Deliverables


Stakeholder Requirement Definition

Objective of System Requirements Analysis Process


To transform the defined stakeholder requirements into a set of desired system technical
requirements that will guide the design of the system.

Deliverables


System Requirement Analysis.

Fig. 2: The mapping catalogue II

Mapping Keywords

a)

ISO/IEC 12207:2008
(Technical Processes & Implementation
Process)
System Requirements

Common Criteria

Security Requirement, Physical Scope,
Logical Scope, TOE Type

Constraints

Security Problems, Threats

Services

Usage, Operation

System functional and non functional Any non-TOE hardware/ software/ firmware
requirements

required by the TOE, SFRs

System Requirement are analyzed for Each

dependency

of

the

testability and correctness

requirements shall either be satisfied

Operating environment are understood

Assumptions about the operational

security

environment
Consistency and testability are established Security requirements shall be internally
between system’s requirements

consistent.

Similarities of contents


The basis for defining the system requirements that covered on the information about the
security requirements, the logical and physical scope of the system.



The constraints on a system such as security problems or threats are defined.



The basis for validating the conformance of the services or the usage of the system is
defined.



Any functional and non functional system required by the system.



System requirement is analyzed for testability and correctness included the dependency of
the requirements.



The operational environments of the system are also defined.

Fig. 3: The mapping catalogue III

IX.
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
The development of framework to design the
integrated framework framework is applying the Concept
mapping. Concept mapping is useful in generating ideas,
designing a complex structure, communicating complex ideas,
aiding learning by explicitly integrating new and old
knowledge, and assessing understanding or diagnosing
misunderstanding (Dictionary, 2011).
The framework structure is using square, arrow and
dashed lines as in the table 1 to show the connection and
relationship in the framework. The usage of colors not only
make the framework more attractive but guide the reader
about the similar phases involved by looking the same color in
the framework.
Table 1: Framework’s symbol
Symbol

Meaning
Phase, Title
Direction
Relationship

X.

RESULT & DISCUSSION

The framework of Common Criteria and standard of
software engineering (ISO/IEC 12207:2008)

The ISO/IEC 12207:2008 standard groups the
activities that performed during the life cycle of a software
system into seven process groups which are as below:
1. Agreement Processes
2. Organizational Project-Enabling Processes
3. Project Processes
4. Technical Processes
5. Software Implementation Processes
6. Software Support Processes
7. Software Reuse Processes
The process from the ISO/IEC 12207:2008 is only
focus on the Technical and Software Implementation
Processes. It is because of the two processes are the main
process of the software development. Others such as the
Agreement Processes, Organizational Project-Enabling
Processes, Project Processes, Software Support Processes and
Software Reuse Processes are not cover on the main technical
software development. They are more as supportive processes
to the Technical and Software Implementation Processes. The
Agreement Processes, Organizational Project-Enabling
Processes and Project Processes are more on the agreement
and management of the organization’s capability. The
Software Reuse Processes also only focus on the maintenance
of the domain, asset and management process to
systematically exploit reuse opportunities and not in the main
process of software development.
The Technical Processes contains eleven subprocesses which are as below:
1. Stakeholder Requirement Definition Process
2. System Requirements Analysis Process
3. System Architectural Design Process
4. Implementation Process
5. System Integration Process
6. System Qualification Testing Process
7. Software Installation Process
8. Software Acceptance Support Process
9. Software Operation Process
10. Software Maintenance Process
11. Software Disposal Process
System Integration Process and Software Disposal
Process are not included in the project because their
deliverables are not in the requirement of Common Criteria.
Therefore, both of the processes are not in the scope of this
project. In the sub-process of the Implementation Process
under Technical Processes, it consists of Software
Implementation Processes. This is the reason of including
Software Implementation Process as the main focus because
both processes (Technical Processes and Software
Implementation Processes) are related and contribute to the
main technical of software development. However, the
processes under Software Implementation only involved with
five (5) processes excluded the Software Integration Process
and Software Qualification Testing Process. The reason of

Fig 5: The framework of Common Criteria and ISO/IEC
12207:2008

The main structure of ISO/IEC 12207:2008 standard
can be seen as below:

b) The framework of Common Criteria and commonly
practices industry of software engineering (Agile
Software Development)

Common Criteria

excluding the Software Qualification Testing Process under
Implementation Process because of it already included under
Technical Processes and it is not required to repeat it again
under Implementation Process. Therefore, only nine (9)
processes involved in the project which are:
1. Stakeholder Requirement Definition Process
2. System Requirement Analysis Process
3. System Architecture Design Process
4. Implementation Process
i. Software Implementation Process
ii. Software Requirement Analysis
Process
iii. Software Architectural Design
Process
iv. Software Detailed Design Process
v. Software Construction Process
5. System Qualification Testing Process
6. Software Installation Process
7. Software Acceptance Support Process
8. Software Operation Process
9. Software Maintenance Process

ASE

ADV

•Security Target
(ST)

AGD

•Functional
Specification
(FSP)

ALC

•Operational User
Guidance (OPE)
•Preparative
Procedures (PRE)

ATE

•Configuration
Management
(CM)
•Delivery
Procedures (DP)

•Test Plan (TP)

CM
PRE
DP
FSP

Deliverables

ST

TP
SSE

OPE

SRA
UM
SAD
SR

SAD

IG
AP

TPD

SDD

SA

AP

ISO/IEC 12207:2008

MP
1. SRD

2. SRA

3.SADP

7. SInsP

8.SASP

9.SOP

4. IP

6.SQTP

•Stakeholder
Requirement (SR)

•System Analysis
(SA)

•System Architect
Design (SAD)

•Installation
Guide (IG)

•Acceptance
Procedure (AP)

•User Manual
(UM)

•SSE
•SRA
•SAD
•SDD
•AP
•MP

•Testing
Procedures (TPD)

The consolidation between process and deliverables
between Common Criteria and Agile Software Development
has being shown in the catalogue later. The Agile Software
Development is found as the most acceptance software
process in the industrial practices (Andrew Begel and
Nachiappan Nagappan; 2007). The election of being this
paper as the primary reference had been decided during the
investigation on the software engineering practices in the
Chapter 4.
The Agile Software Development consists of several
processes which are started by planning, design, coding and
test as in the table 2. This project only emphasizes the process
and deliverables taken in the Agile Software Development and
the Scrum model that being used by Agile Software
Development is not being concentrated.
Table 2: The process and deliverables of ASD
Agile Software
Development
1. Planning Process

Deliverables

User stories value
Acceptance Test
Criteria

Fig. 4: The structure of ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (Source:
IEEE Committee, 2008)
The framework of Common Criteria and ISO/IEC 12207:2008
as in the figure 5:

Iteration Plan
2. Design Process

Simple Design CRC
cards
Spike Solutions

prototypes

Perceived ease of
adoption
3. Coding Process

Pair Programming

4. Testing Process

Unit Test

Certifier
78%

Continuous Integration

88%

Evaluator

Acceptance Testing

Common Criteria

60%

ASE
•Security Target
(ST)

ADV

AGD

•Functional
Specification
(FSP)

•Operational User
Guidance (OPE)
•Preparative
Procedures (PRE)



ALC

ATE

•Configuration
Management
(CM)
•Delivery
Procedures (DP)

•Test Plan (TP)

OPE
CM
ST

TP

FSP

Deliverables

PRE
DP

PR
SD
SC

ISO/IEC 12207:2008

TPD

1. Planning Process

2. Design Process

• Planning Requirement
(PR)

Software
developer

Fig 7: Perceived ease of adoption among respondents
b) Perceived utility from framework
The figure 8 shows the productivity level is among the highest
and consistent from the respondents. The productivity of
evaluation and certification of Common Criteria is perceived
among the respondents from the framework. Most of the
respondents also agree that less time required during the
Common Criteria evaluation and certification when using the
framework. The last top three utilities that could effect from
the framework is the quality. Most of the respondents perceive
that the quality of evaluation and certification of Common
Criteria would be enhanced from the framework.
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XI.
EVALUATION & ANALYSIS
This section presents finding of evaluation that was
conducted on the framework. The evaluation is using the
questionnaires that were distributed to the respondents. The
objective of the evaluation on the framework is to analyze the
feasibility and understanding of the framework that was
created.
a) Perceived ease of adoption among respondents
The figure 7 shows that the certifiers, evaluators and software
developers are positive about the ease of adoption of the
framework into the environment of Common Criteria
evaluation and certification. The higher percentage goes to the
certifiers with 88% followed by the software developers with
78% and the evaluators with 60%. Although of the percentage
of evaluators are less than others, it still shows a positive
percentage because it more than half percents from the sample
of evaluators population. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the framework is perceived ease of adoption in Common
Criteria evaluation and certification among the sample
population.

Cost saving

Time
Quality
Productivity
Entry new
application
Fig. 8: Perceived utility from the framework

c)

Perceived ease of adoption among respondents

The figure 9 shows that the certifiers, evaluators and
software developers are positive about the ease of adoption of
the framework into the environment of Common Criteria
evaluation and certification. The higher percentage goes to the
certifiers with 88% followed by the software developers with
78% and the evaluators with 60%. Although of the percentage
of evaluators are less than others, it still shows a positive
percentage because it more than half percents from the sample
of evaluators population. Therefore, it can be concluded that

the framework is perceived ease of adoption in Common
Criteria evaluation and certification among the sample
population.

Perceived ease of
adoption
Certifier
78%

60%

88%

Evaluator

Software
developer

Fig. 9: Perceived ease of adoption among respondents
XII.
CONCLUSION
The integrated framework will facilitate the software
developers in producing software complete with security
assurance because it is integration between software
engineering and Common Criteria. When the integrated
framework facilitate the software developers in developing a
software complete with security assurance, it will increase the
competency among software developers in developing more
secure software and encourage more software product to be
certified by Common Criteria. The integrated framework will
simplify the process of evaluation and certification of security
functionality of the product because the process and
deliverables from software engineering will be mapped to the
process and deliverables from Common Criteria. When the
software developers aware about the existence of Common
Criteria in the integrated framework, it will increase the
awareness and confidence about the security software and
Common Criteria certification among users.
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